
No other mobile platform offers as much freedom 

Enterprise businesses usually require a high level of customization in their mobile technology solutions, and they 
can get it with Android. With a wide variety of manufacturers to choose from and more ways to create custom 
applications and workflows, businesses can find the right device, price, and features to exactly match their use 
cases. 

Stratix is an Android Enterprise leader—helping businesses craft and deploy large-scale mobile technologies in 
industries like retail, restaurants, logistics, and field services. Leveraging our vast network of partners, we can 
put together flexible solutions that improve productivity, create great user experiences, and help you achieve 
your business goals. 

Run Your Business 
Your Way with 
Android Enterprise 

SOLUTION BRIEF:

The Right Tool for the Job 

From rugged tablets that don't stop because of the 
weather, scanners that move at the speed of your 
warehouse operations, and phones packed with 
features that improve workflows, there's an Android 
device that's just right for what you want it to do. 

Android Has the Features You Want

Apps Tailored to Your Unique Workflow

Because Android is open source-based, businesses 
have more flexibility to customize the operating 
system and develop apps for specific jobs. It gives 
enterprises more control over workflows and the 
user experience to improve productivity and 
efficiency.  

Simple Management

Android makes it simple to manage all an 
enterprise's devices. With zero-touch enrollment, IT 
teams can deploy any number of devices at once. All 
the apps and configurations are ready to go the first 
time the employee turns on the device. 
Administrators decide the level of control—from 
limited oversight over company apps and data to 
fully locked down. 

Powerful Security

Android makes it simple to manage all an 
enterprise's devices. With zero-touch enrollment, IT 
teams can deploy any number of devices at once. All 
the apps and configurations are ready to go the first 
time the employee turns on the device. 
Administrators decide the level of control—from 
limited oversight over company apps and data to 
fully locked down.  



Android Enterprise is Even Better with 
Stratix Managed Mobile Services  

• Mobile solution consulting – Our solution 
architects have years of experience in custom 
Android design. We can help you craft an 
enterprise mobile program that achieves your 
business goals. Not only are we development 
experts, but we run pilot programs with 
different devices for you to test to see which 
solutions work best.

• Project management – We're experts in 
managing all the details of large-scale mobile 
solution programs to keep them on time and 
on budget.

• Superior mobile deployment – Our U.S. 
advanced Mobile Integration Center kits and 
configures thousands of devices. We leverage 
zero-touch to deliver a personalized out-of-the-
box-ready experience for workers no matter 
how widely distributed they are.

• Endpoint management – With our Enterprise 
Mobility Management (EMM) tools, we can 
remotely maintain devices wherever they are, 
providing security, customization, and easy 
updating. We offer EMM consulting services to 
help you choose the best for your organization 
and do health checks to ensure your mobile 
environment is running as it should.

• itrac360 - Our proprietary asset management 
portal gives you 360-degree visibility into your 
entire fleet of mobile assets, enabling better 
analytics and control of your total cost of 
ownership.

• Industry-leading support – Highly-trained 
experts staff our on-shore 24/7 help desk that 
employees can reach out to anytime from 
anywhere. We also offer rapid repair 
turnaround and spare pool management to 
minimize downtime.

• Mobile Device as a Service - Mobile hardware, 
software, and services rolled into a convenient 
monthly per-device price move CapEx to OpEx.

Why Stratix 
As North America's premier enterprise 
mobility specialist, Stratix focuses 
exclusively on mobility services and has over 
three million devices under management. 
Our services are backed by specialized teams 
to consult, deploy, manage and support your 
mobile program, guaranteeing nonstop 
mobility for your employees.  

Why Android

Flexible and robust, Android allows 
enterprises to tap into the world's most 
diverse ecosystem of devices, with the 
widest range of solutions for specific and 
dedicated use cases. As the largest 
distribution program, Google Play offers 
over a million apps, including those required 
by businesses. Android is at the forefront of 
mobile innovation, offering exciting 
possibilities for now and the future.  
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software, and services rolled into a convenient 
monthly per-device price moves CapEx to OpEx.

With Stratix, you get a logistics expert that 
understands the unique challenges in food 
distribution and knows how to craft solutions for 
them that drive maximum results. We currently 
work for some of the top names in food 
production across the country and provide 
unparalleled service. Our industry-leading Net 
Promoter Score proves our worth.  

Samsung Technology Accelerates Logistics 
Samsung's rugged devices are tough, user-friendly, lightweight, and cost-effective. Samsung Knox defense-
grade security protects against cyber attacks. 
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